We have passed another milestone marking the 10th anniversary of Hurricane Rita. GOHSEP participated in several events across southwest Louisiana that highlighted the recovery efforts in Calcasieu, Cameron and Vermilion Parishes. That work continues today and many of you are helping meet that challenge.

Louisiana has again benefitted from a slow hurricane season. Scenes from states like South Carolina are a reminder of how devastating storms can be. After offering our assistance to the emergency management director in South Carolina to assist them in getting through the flooding disaster, several of our Team deployed to the area. Our employees have the knowledge and experience to get the job done and are always ready to assist with any resources needed.

GOHSEP and St. John the Baptist Parish officials, along with officials from the National Weather Service and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, gathered on Wednesday, September 23, 2015 to dedicate a technological first for the parish – the ability to detect with better accuracy water levels and storm surge height from pending storms.

High-tech sensors have been installed in the western portion of Lake Pontchartrain that officials say will improve storm surge modeling and enhance public safety advisories for residents in St. John the Baptist Parish.

The 2012 storm drove four to six feet of water from Lake Pontchartrain and the Lake Maurepas swamp into St. John the Baptist Parish. The unprecedented surge, overwhelmed LaPlace and parts of Reserve requiring mass evacuation of thousands of residents, many of whom were trapped inside their homes and had to be rescued.

These high-tech water level sensors will continuously monitor water levels in the lake, including those produced by storm surge. A meteorological sensor system, installed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Weather Service (NOAA, NWS), measures temperature, humidity, wind, rain, and pressure at Frenier Landing. Both sensors are designed to withstand winds of approximately 110 miles per hour.
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The GOHSEP Technical Team would like to challenge all other areas of Disaster Recovery to **Fill ‘er up Friday**.  

As every one of you enter the JFO, you should notice red barrels near the front door. These barrels are there to collect much needed items to send to the Greater Baton Rouge Food bank. One thing you may not have noticed is they have been rather low the past few weeks. Section Chief Johnny Gonzales along with the Technical Section, would like to challenge all GOHSEP Disaster Recovery employees to **bring one canned good on Fridays** so that we try to fill up these containers every week.

One canned good is all we ask but feel free to bring as much as you would like. With the holidays coming up shortly, this will provide some **much needed items to the Food Bank** in order to provide during this busy time.

GOHSEP is sending two emergency management personnel to South Carolina in response to the devastating floods impacting the state. **Joseph Costello and Courtney Hunt** will work with South Carolina personnel conducting damage assessments.

Two GOHSEP recovery specialists; **William Bryant and Cenceria Dalcourt** are currently assisting Colorado after river flooding there earlier this year. GOHSEP has approved an extension request from Colorado allowing those employees to continue their support work.